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INTRODUCTION

Prayer (%al\h) is the most important pillar of Isl\m. Indeed it is the 
dividing line between Isl\m and infidelity. %al\h is a duty incumbent on 
every Muslim, male or female, who has attained the age of maturity 
and has a sound mind. There are numerous verses in the Holy Qur’\n 
commanding Muslims to observe %al\h regularly.  All\h I says:

.�£�FI{¤ `ALAS-SALAW�TI WAS-SAL�TIL-WUSچ

 WA Q¤M¤ LILL�HI Q�NIT•N.

“Guard the prayers strictly, especially the middle 
prayer (i.e. `A]r) and stand up in prayer to All\h with 

true devotion.” 
al Baqarah 238

‘INNAS-SAL�TA K�NAT `ALAL-MU’MIN•NA 

KIT�BAM-MAWQ¤T�.

“Verily, the prayer is enjoined on 
the believers at stated times.” 

an Nis\’ 103

The Messenger of All\h r constantly reminded the community of the 
importance of %al\h and warned them of the consequences of 
neglecting it.

In a *ad|th, the Prophet r asked his Companions: “Tell me, if one of 
you had a river at his door and took a bath in it five times a day, would 
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there remain any dirt on his  body?” The Companions replied: “No, no 
dirt would be left on his body.” The Prophet r said: “This is the 
example of the five prayers by which All\h I washes away the sins.”

al-Bukh\ri and Muslim

The Prophet r said in yet another *ad|th: “The dividing line between 

a believer and the disbeliever is the negligence of prayer.”   Musl im

In another report the Messenger of All\h r said: “The first thing about 

which a person will be asked on the Day of Judgement will be the 

%al\h.”        at-Tirmidh| and Ab[ D\w[d 

From a study of the traditions of the Final Prophet r we learn that 

Ras[lull\h r denounced the giving up of %al\h as the way of the 

unbelievers. He is reported to have said: “That which separates a 

believer from infidelity is simply the %al\h.” “He has no share in Isl\m 

who does not offer %al\h”.    a{-^abar\n|

Ras[lull\h r sounded a warning to Muslims that if they gave up %al\h 

their conduct would be associated with that of the unbelievers. What a 

great act of virtue it is to offer %al\h regularly and how disastrous it is to 

neglect it. It has been beautifully summarised in the following 

prophetic words:

  “Whoever offers the %al\h properly and regularly, it will be for him 

on the Last Day a source of light, a proof of his faith and a means of 

salvation.  (While,) he who does not offer it carefully and regularly 

it will be for him neither a source of light, nor a proof of faith, nor a 

means of salvation, and the end of such a person will be with 

Q\r[n, Fir`awn, H\m\n and Ubayy ibn Khalaf.”   Muslim

The disgrace that those who neglect %al\h will be subjected to on the 

Day of Judgement has been described in the Qur’\n:
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 “...And they shall be summoned to prostrate, but they shall not be 

able. Their eyes shall be cast down - shame will cover them, seeing 

that they had been instructed to prostrate while they were hale 

and healthy (and had refused).  al Qalam 42

 
According to the above Qur’\nic verse, mankind will be summoned to 
prostrate before All\h  on the Last Day. Only the blessed ones who I
had during their lifetime made it a practice to be regular in their %al\h 
will be able to prostrate. Those who, in spite of being healthy and 
strong, had not observed %al\h in this world will discover to their 
dismay that their backs have suddenly grown stiff, so that they will 
remain standing with the infidels unable to prostrate before their Lord 
and Creator. Such will be the humiliation and disgrace for the violators 
of %al\h. May All\h  save us from such wretchedness.I

THE PURPOSE OF %AL¬H

Prayer constitutes one pillar of Isl\m and is considered ‘the foundation 
of the religion’. Any Muslim who fails to observe his %al\h without a 
reasonable excuse is committing a grave offense and a terrible sin.  
This offense is grave because it is not only against All\h I, which is bad 
enough, but is also against the very nature of man. It is the nature of 
man to recognise and adore greatness and beauty, and to aspire to lofty 
goals. The Greatest Being and the loftiest goal of all is All\h I. The best 
way for man to realise his true nature is through %al\h. To neglect %al\h 
is to suppress the good qualities in human nature and unjustifiably 
deny it the right to worship and love, the right to aspire and ascend, the 
right to excel in goodness and achieve noble aims. Here lies the 
significance and crucialness of %al\h in the life of each individual.

It should always be borne in mind that All\h I does not need man’s 
%al\h, because He is free of all needs. He is only interested in our
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prosperity and well-being in every sense. When He emphasizes the 
necessity of good and charges us with any duty, He means to help us 
because whatever good we do is for our own benefit, and whatever 
offense we commit is to our own detriment. Here, too, man is central, 
and his welfare is the concern. The benefit which man can derive from 
%al\h is immeasurable, and the blessing of prayer is beyond 
imagination. This is not just a theory or conventional assumption; it is a 
fascinating fact and a spiritual experience.  Here are some examples of 
the effectiveness of %al\h:

1. It strengthens belief in the Existence and Goodness of All\h I and 

transmits this belief into the innermost recesses of man’s heart.
2. It enlivens this belief and makes it constructive in the practical 

course of life.
3. It helps a person to realize his/her natural and instinctive 

aspirations to greatness and high morality, to excellence and 

virtuous growth.
4. It purifies the heart and develops the mind, cultivates the 

conscience and comforts the soul.
5. It fosters the good and decent element in man, and suppresses the 

evil and indecent inclinations.

When we analyze %al\h and study its unique nature, it will reveal to us 

that it is not merely a sequence of physical movements or an empty 

recital of the Holy Qur’\n. It is a matchless and unprecedented 

method of meditation and spiritual devotion, of moral elevation and 

physical expression of worship, all combined. 

The following is a passage from the book “The Road to Mecca” by 

Muhammad Asad. In his travels he mentions the following scene:

‘The *\jji, hobbling around on a stick - for he suffered from
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arthritis and had swollen knees - was a kind of chieftain among 

them; they appeared to obey him without question. Several 

times a day he assembled them for prayer and, if it was not 

raining too hard, they prayed in the open: all the men in a 

single, long row and he as the Im\m in front of them. They were 

like soldiers in the precision of their movements - they would 

bow together in the direction of Mecca, rise again and kneel 

down and touch the ground with their foreheads; they seemed 

to follow the inaudible words of their leader, who between 

prostrations stood barefoot on his prayer carpet, eyes closed, 

arms folded over his chest, soundlessly moving his lips and 

obviously lost in deep absorption: you could see that he was 

praying with his whole soul.

It somehow disturbed me to see so real a prayer combined with 

almost mechanical body movements, and one day I asked the 

*\jji, who understood a little English: “Do you really believe 

that God expects you to show Him your respect by repeated 

bowing and kneeling and prostration? Might it not be better 

only to look into oneself and to pray to him in stillness of one’s 

heart?  Why all these movements of your body?”

As soon as I uttered these words I felt remorse, for I had not 

intended to injure the old man’s religious feelings. But the *\jji 

did not appear in the least offended. He smiled with his 

toothless mouth and replied: “How else then should we 

worship God? Did he not create both, soul and body, together? 

And this being so, should man not pray with his body as well as 

with his soul?”’

This is a beautiful concept, that if man truly wants to be worshipful then 

everything that makes up man needs to be worshipful. This includes,
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the physical, the psychological, the emotional, and the ideological. All 

these together must bow down to make up the spiritual journey that is 

a believer’s %al\h. Asad continues narrating the *\jji’s words:

‘“Listen I will tell you why we Muslims pray as we pray. We turn 

towards the Ka`bah, God’s holy temple in Mecca, knowing that 

the faces of all Muslims, wherever they may be, are turned to it 

in prayer, and that we are like one body, with Him as the centre 

of our thoughts.”’

This presents symbolically the unity of Muslims that should be present 

amongst themselves, and also a symbol of the God-centric way of life 

that is Isl\m. Asad then narrates from the *\jji the manner of %al\h:

‘“First we stand upright and recite from the holy Koran, 

remembering it is His Word, given to man that he may be 

upright and steadfast in life. Then we say ‘God is the Greatest,’ 

reminding ourselves that no one deserves to be worshipped but 

Him; and bow down deep because we honour him above all, 

and praise his power and glory. Thereafter we prostrate 

ourselves on our foreheads because we feel we are dust and 

nothingness before Him, and that he is our Creator and 

Sustainer on high. Then we lift our faces from the ground and 

remain sitting, praying that He forgive us our sins and bestow 

His grace upon us, and guide us aright, and give us health and 

sustenance. Then we again prostrate ourselves on the ground 

and touch the dust with our foreheads before the might and the 

glory of the One. After that, we remain sitting and pray that He 

bless the prophet Muhammad who brought His message to us, 

just as he blessed earlier Prophets; and that He bless us as well, 

and all those who follow the right guidance; and we ask Him to 

give us of the good of this world and of the good of the world to
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come. In the end we turn our heads to the right and to the left 

saying, ‘Peace and grace of God be upon you’ - and thus greet 

all who are righteous, wherever they may be.

“It was thus that our Prophet used to pray and taught his 

followers to pray for all times, so that they might willingly 

surrender themselves to God – which is what Islam means – and 

so be at peace with Him and their own destiny.”

The old man did not, of course, use exactly these words, but 

this was their meaning, and this is how I remember them. Years 

later I realized that with his simple explanation the *\jji had 

opened to me the first door to Islam; but even then, long before 

any thought that Islam might become my own faith entered my 

mind, I began to feel an unwonted humility whenever I saw, as I 

often did, a man standing barefoot on his prayer rug, or on a 

straw mat, or on the bare earth, with his arms folded over his 

chest and his head lowered, entirely submerged within himself, 

oblivious of what was going on around him, whether it was in a 

mosque or on the sidewalk of a busy street; a man at peace with 

himself.
Mu#ammad Asad The Road To Makkah pg. 87-89

This is the status of %al\h, and that is what it can do for man. It is as 

spiritual a sustenance as it is religious duty for the believer. It is also a 

form of Da`wah to those non-Muslims who can understand and relate 

to this concept. The best testimony to this is to experience the %al\h 

and to delight in its spiritual joys for oneself, and also to call others 

towards it. Then one will know what it really means.

Note: The Fiqh presented in this booklet is in accordance to the *anaf| 
school of thought.
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The Prerequisites of %al\h (The Shar\’i{)

The offering of %al\h is obligatory upon every mature Muslim, male 
and female, of sound mind.

The seven pre-requisites that must be observed before one 
performs %al\h are:

 1. ^ah\rah (cleanliness) of the body, i.e. to perform Istinj\’, ghusl
  and wu}[’.
 2. ^ah\rah of all clothing.
 3. ^ah\rah of the place where one intends performing %al\h.
 4. Facing the Qiblah.
 5. Covering the ̀ awrah (satr - private parts).
 6. Niyyah (intention) for %al\h.
 7. Performing %al\h once the prescribed time has begun.

Note: If any requirement is omitted %al\h will not be valid.

CLEANLINESS

Before offering %al\h one must be in clean and pure state. Therefore, it 

is necessary to clean one’s body. 

Istinj\’

Istinj\’ means cleaning the private parts after passing urine or stool by 

using clean water, tissue, etc.

 1. Before entering the toilet with the left foot, read the following 

du`\':
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‘ALL�HUMMA ‘INN• ‘A`¤DHU BIKA 

MINAL KHUBUTHI WAL KHAB�’ITH

O All\h!  I seek refuge in You
from the foul male and female devils.

al-Bukh\r|

 2. It is necessary to make Istinj\’ after passing urine, stool etc.
 3. It is permissible to use lumps of dry earth (or nowadays tissues) 

for Istinj\’, provided the body is properly cleaned.
 4. It is Makr[h to make Istinj\’ with coal, bones, glass, baked 

bricks, printed paper, etc. It is not proper to use paper for 

Istinj\’ which is also used for writing and printing. Toilet paper 

is obviously different, and can be used for Istinj\’ as it is made 

only for that purpose and is absorbent.
 5. It is Makr[h Ta#r|m| (severely reprehensible) to face or show 

the back to the Qiblah when passing urine or stool.
 6. Remove rings, badges or anything else on which the name of 

All\h I, His Messenger r, Qur’\nic verses or #ad|th are 

written. It is permitted to have them in the pocket.
 7. Istibr\’ (clearing the urinal canal) is also necessary. It can be 

achieved in many ways, e.g. (for men) gently squeezing the 

canal from base to tip, or even placing tissue at the tip and 

performing a few squats.
 8. Use the left hand only in Istinj\’.
 9. Exit the toilet with the right foot and read the following du`\’:

GHUFR�NAK.     ‘AL- AMDU LILL�HIL-LADH• چ

‘ADH-HABA `ANNIL ‘ADH� WA `�F�N•.
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(I ask) Your pardon.  Praise be to All\h who 
took away from me suffering and gave me relief.

First part in at-Tirmidh|, Remainder in Ibn M\jah

 10. If you are in an open place where there is no toilet, sit in a place 
where you cannot be seen by others.

Two Essential Ways of Cleaning the Body for the Validity of %al\h: 

 1. Ghusl - washing of the whole body;
 2. Wu}[’ - ritual ablution

Physical cleanliness is a requisite for %al\h. All\h, the Exalted has said:
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Y��‘AYYUHAL-LADH•NA ‘�MAN¤ ‘IDH� QUMTUM ‘ILAS-SAL�TI 

FAGHSIL¤ WUJ¤HAKUM WA ‘AYDIYAKUM ‘ILAL-MAR�FIQI 

WAM-SAچ¤ BI RU-‘¤SIKUM WA ‘ARJULAKUM ‘ILAL-KA`BAYN.  

WA ‘IN KUNTUM JUNUBAN FA AH-HAR¤. ££

WA ‘IN KUNTUM-MAR � ‘AW `AL� SAFARIN ‘AW J�‘A ˆ

‘AچADUM-MINKUM MINAL GH�‘I I ‘AW L�MASTUMUN-NIS�’A £

FA LAM TAJID¤ M�‘AN FA TAYAMMAM¤ SA`•DAN 

£AYYIBAN FAMSAچ¤ BI WUJ¤HIKUM WA ‘AYD•KUM MINH. 

M� YUR•DUL-L�HU LIYAJ`ALA `ALAYKUM-MIN چARAJIW-WA 

L�KIY-YUR•DU LI YU AH-HIRAKUM WA LIYUTIMMA £

NI`-MATAH¤ `ALAYKUM LA`ALLAKUM TASHKUR¤N.

O you who believe! When you wish to stand for prayer, 
wash your faces and your arms as far as the elbows, and wipe 

your heads with wet hands and wash your feet up to the ankles.
And if you are grossly impure then cleanse your entire body 

thoroughly. And if you are ill, or on a journey, or if any of you 
comes from the toilet, or you have had contact with women, 

then if you do not find water, take clean earth and wipe your faces 
and your arms with it. All\h does not desire to lay upon you any 

hardship, but He means only to purify you and 

to perfect His favour to you, that you may give thanks.
al Ma’idah 6

Wu}[' and Ghusl are allowed with the following water:

1. Rain water, well water, spring, sea or river water, water of melted 
snow or hail, water of a big tank or pond.

2. Water left over after drinking by human beings, *al\l animals (e.g. 
cows, goats) or #al\l birds  (e.g. pigeons) is clean for the purpose of 
Wu}[’ and Ghusl.
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Wu}[' and Ghusl are not allowed with the following water:

1. All impure waters.

2. Water (juices) extracted from fruits and trees.

3. Water that has changed its colour, taste or smell or has become 
thick because something was soaked in it.

4 Small quantity of water in which something impure has fallen, e.g. 
urine, blood, stool or wine; or some animal dies after falling into it.

5. Used water of wu}[' or ghusl.

GHUSL (BATH)

Ghusl is a prerequisite for many of the different types of worship, 
among which are all the different types of %al\h and even entry into the 
Masjid. Without Ghusl one is not permitted these actions. Upon the 
performing of Ghusl one will remain in its state until one performs any 
of the actions which break it.

Ghusl becomes compulsory in the following cases:

! With sexual intercourse (even if penetration was incomplete);

! After ejaculation of semen for any reason besides illness or injury;

! When the monthly menstruation of a woman has ended;

! When a woman’s postnatal bleeding stops;

! When a non-Muslim embraces Isl\m (and has not performed ghusl 
with all necessary actions, after it becoming necessary);

To make the Niyyah for Ghusl is a Sunnah (Prophetic practice)

One should perform ghusl with the intention of becoming ̂ \hir (Paak - 
pure) from the impurity which he wishes to cleanse himself from, e.g. 
“I am making ghusl to become clean from Jan\bah (the state of 
impurity which makes ghusl compulsory)”.
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The Three Essential (Far}) Acts of Ghusl

1. Passing water into (and out of) the mouth reaching the throat;  i.e. 
gargling.

2. Putting water into the nostrils.
3. Pouring water over the entire body, i.e. so not even a hair’s width is 

left dry.

There are Five Sunan in Ghusl

1. Intention to wash off impurities and become ̂ \hir.
2.  Washing hands up to the wrists.
3. Washing the private parts and the parts upon which impurity is 

found.
4. Making wu}[’ before washing the body.
5. Then passing water over the whole body three times.

Occasions for Which Ghusl is Preferred

1. Before going to Jumu`ah (congregational Friday Prayer).
2. Before going to `Eid Prayers.
3. Before undertaking `Umrah or *ajj (Pilgrimage to Makkah).
4. Upon washing a corpse. (According to many scholars, ghusl is 

preferred for a person who washes a corpse).
5. Upon reverting to Isl\m (and not being in need of ghusl).

Method of performing Ghusl

1. Make the intention.
2. Wash hands.
3. Remove all impurities from the body, especially by istinj\’.
4. (Re-wash hands then) wash the mouth, and gargle.
5. Wash the nostrils.



6. Performing Wu}[’.
7. Washing the entire body thrice. (Start on the right of each area and 

wash it thrice before continuing to the next part.)
8. If, when one is bathing, water collects at one’s feet then wash the 

feet upon completing.

WU<$’ (ABLUTION) 

To wash one’s hands, face and feet, etc. before performing %al\h is 
called wu}['. No %al\h is accepted without attaining Purity. One 
should sit on a high, clean place to perform wu}['.  Face the direction 
of the Qiblah if possible.

The Four Essential (Far}) Acts of Wu}['

1. Washing the face from the forehead to the lower portion of the 
chin and from one ear lobe to the other.

2. Washing of both the arms up to and including the elbows. 
3. Performing Mas# - wiping/passing wet hand over quarter of head. 
4. Washing of both the feet including the ankles.

There are 13 Sunan in Wu}[’

1. Niyyah (intention) and du`\’.
2. Reciting Bismill\h
3. Washing of the hands thrice up to the wrists.
4. Brushing the teeth with Misw\k (toothstick).
5. Gargling three times.
6. Passing water into the nostrils thrice.
7. Khil\l of the beard, i.e. to pass wet fingers into the beard.
8. Khil\l of the fingers and toes.
9. Washing of each part three times.
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10. Mas# of the whole head once.
11. Mas# of both ears once.
12. Making Wu}[' systematically.
13. Washing of each part, one after the other without pause, so no part 

dries up before the next part is washed.

Method of Performing Wu}[’

1. Make the intention (e.g. Wu}[’ for >uhr %al\h for the pleasure of 
All\h I).

2. Recite Bismill\h.

BISMIL-L�H. WALچ�AMDU LIL-L�H

I begin with the name of All\h And all praises are due to All\h.
a{-^abar\n|

3. Recite a relevant Du`\’, e.g.

 Du`\’ When Performing Wu}[’

‘ALL�HUM-MAGHFIRL• DHAMB• WA 

WASSI`L• F• D�R• WA B�RIKL• F• RIZQ•

O All\h! Forgive me my sins and expand (give abundance) in my 
home and bless me in my sustenance.

an-Nasa’|
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4. Wash both the hands thrice (right first).
5. Wash the mouth thrice (using the right hand).

6. Put water into the nostrils, with the right hand thrice. 
 (Rub/rinse the insides with the left hand)

7. Wash the face, three times.
 Rub water on the face to make sure it spreads over the entire face 

and includes the areas that need to be washed.
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 The area to be washed is between the chin (this includes those 
parts of it and the jaw, which are visible from the front or side) to 
the hairline (or its equivalent) and between the earlobes (not just 
till the sideburns).

   This is regardless of hair growing 
before it. 

   Whether it is of the head, beard, 
sideburns, or moustache, the hair 
as well as the skin beneath must be 
washed. 

8. Wash the arms three times. 
 The area washed will include everything from the finger tips, to 

include the elbows.
 Rub water on the arms to make sure it spreads across the arms, and 

includes all the necessary area. Also rub into the creases of the skin.
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9. Mas# should be made of the hair/head.
 The minimum is a quarter of the head that should be wiped over 

by the wet hands.

 The best method is that with the last three fingers of both hands 
one wipes over the top of the head, and with the palms one wipes 
over the sides. 

 Then with the remaining finger and thumb one will wipe the ears.
 Note that Mas# should only be done once.
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10. Then the feet should be washed.
 This should be done three times.
 First the right foot should be washed then the left.

11. Upon washing the feet and completing the wu}[’, a relevant du`\’ 
should be recited. e.g:

 Du`\’ Upon Completing Wu}[’

‘ASH-HADU ‘ALL� ‘IL�HA ‘ILLAL-L�HU 

WAچDAH  L��SHAR•KA LAH  WA ‘ASH-HADU ‘ANNA ¤ ¤

MUچAMMADAN `ABDUH  WA RAS LUH.  ¤ ¤

‘ALL�HUM-MAJ`ALN• MINAT TAWW�B•NA 

WAJ`ALN• MINAL MUTA£AH-HIR•N.
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I bear witness that there is no god but All\h, who is without 
partner, and I bear witness that Mu#ammad is His Servant and  

Apostle.  O All\h make me from among those who repent for their 
sins and from among those who keep themselves pure.

at-Tirmidh|

The Eight Naw\qi} (Nullifying acts) of Wu}[’

1. Discharging of urine, stool or the emitting of any substance from 
the private parts (specific types have been mentioned for Ghusl).

2. Vomiting (when the amount regurgitated exceeds a mouthful).
3. Discharging of gases (from the rear).
4. To fall asleep lying down or by resting the body against something.
5. To faint due to some illness or any other reason.
6. Losing control of oneself, e.g. insanity, seizure, convulsive attack.
7. Laughing aloud whilst in %al\h.
8. Flowing of blood or matter from any part of the body.

TAYAMMUM - The Complete Substitute For Ablution

Tayammum or “to resort to pure earth” may substitute for the ablution 
and even the bath.  This is allowed in any of the following cases:
1. When a person is sick and cannot use water;
2. When one has no access to water in sufficient quantity;
3. When with the use of water, one is likely to be harmed or fall prey 

to disease;
4. When performing the ablution will cause the person to miss a 

prayer which cannot be substituted (e.g. Funeral prayer).

In any of these instances it is permissible to do tayammum.

Note: Remember that the intention in Tayammum, along with wiping 
the face and the arms are its only Far\’i}.
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The Method of Tayammum

1. Strike both hands lightly on pure earth, sand or stone.
2. Shake the hands and wipe the face with them once in the same 

way as in the ablution.
3. Strike the hands again and wipe both hands to the elbows.

The tayammum is a symbolic demonstration of the importance of the 
ablution, which is so vital for both worship and health. When Isl\m 
introduced this regular ablution, it instituted an excellent hygienic 
measure which no spiritual doctrine or medical prescription had 
anticipated.

MAS* (PASSING WET HANDS) OVER LEATHER SOCKS

If one wears leather socks after having performed wu}[’ fully, one is 
permitted to merely wipe over them when making wu}[’ again. There 
are however a few conditions for this.

A traveller may benefit from this privilege continuously for three 
consecutive days and nights (72 hours) from the time the wu}[’ first 
breaks, but a resident may do so for only one day and one night 
continuously (24 hours). (The benefits are really only seen in cold 
climates.)

How Mas# Over Leather Socks is Performed

Wiping is done according to the tradition of the Prophet r as follows: 
After removing the shoes, three wet fingers are passed over the upper 
surface of socks for at least the length of the fingers. There is no need to 
wipe the bottom parts. 
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Types of Socks on Which Mas# is Permitted

! Leather socks (genuine or PVC - be they entirely made of leather or 
only the soles)

! Non-leather socks can also be used for Mas#, provided they fulfil 
the following criteria: 

! They are strong enough to walk in for three miles (without  
   shoes) and will not tear.

! They are non-porous i.e. they will not allow water through.

! They are of such material which will cover the feet up to and  
  including the ankles without the need of fastening (this   
  does not mean you cannot fasten them), and they will not  
   sag.

! Mas# will not be permitted on socks which do not meet the above 
criteria. In addition to this, socks which have holes amounting to 
 more than three centimeters in length are also excluded from 
being able to afford the privilege of Mas#.

Expiry of Mas#

The wiping privilege becomes invalid in the event that one or more of 
the following cases occur: 
! When the maximum time allowed (as mentioned earlier) lapses; 
! The moment the socks are removed (even partial removal, i.e. an 

ankle being exposed will nullify Mas# privileges);
! The socks rip, and the rip is three centimeters in length;
! When any of the cases requiring ghusl occur;

In all cases, except in the case of ghusl being required, only the mas# 
will break, not the wu}[' (provided none of the acts which nullify 
wu}[' transpire thereafter). After washing the feet and donning the 
socks again the privilege of mas# will again be granted.
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THE CLOTHES MUST BE CLEAN

For the validity of %al\h the clothes must be clean from all types of 
impurities. One must ensure the removal of these impurities before 
commencing %al\h.

Note: If one has impurities on the clothes which make contact with the 
body, it does not necessarily mean that wu}[’ or ghusl need to be 
performed. If one is in the state of having wu}[’or ghusl and then one 
finds impurity on one’s person or clothes then one merely has to 
remove the impurities and wash away any of its signs/marks to become 
clean

THE PLACE OF PRAYER  MUST BE CLEAN

One must ensure that the place where one is to offer %al\h is clean. If it 
is not clean then one should either clean it or perform %al\h elsewhere. 
If one does not know the condition of a certain place then as long as 
there are no visible traces of impurity, one may perform %al\h there.

THE DIRECTION OF THE QIBLAH
Towards the Ka`bah in Makkah (Saudi Arabia)
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THE ̀ AWRAH MUST BE COVERED

The ̀ Awrah is those parts of the body which must be covered. (Certain 
scenarios create different requirements in what needs to be covered, 
however below is what needs to be covered when performing prayer).

For Men, the area that needs to be covered during %al\h is what comes 
between the navel and the base of the knees. 

For Women, the entire body needs to be covered with the exceptions 
of the feet (i.e below the ankles), the hands (beyond the wrists), and 
the face (what is washed in wu}[’.

Note: These areas must be covered at all times. %al\h will not be valid if 
started with even a small portion of the `Awrah exposed, and %al\h 
will break if during %al\h even a small portion is exposed. This is 
especially so during Ruk[` and Sajdah, if wearing tight-fitting clothes.

CORRECT INTENTION 

One must ensure that one has the correct intention before %al\h. It is 
not conditional to say this intention verbally but one must be conscious 
of it before commencing prayer. In the intention one will include, the 
%al\h type (e.g. Far}, Sunnah, etc) and %al\h name if applicable (e.g. 
Fajr, >uhr, etc)

If the %al\h is being offered in congregation behind an Im\m, one 
should include that in the intention made.

CLASSIFICATIONS OF %AL¬H

1. Far} `Ain: (Individually binding) This compulsory %al\h must not 
be missed on any account whatsoever. It must be offered by each
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 individual. If one fails to do so, he/she will be liable to punishment. 
The nature of its importance is evident from the fact that if one 
denies its obligatory nature, one will be classed an unbeliever.

2. Far} Kif\yah: (Collectively binding) This %al\h should preferably 
be offered by all those present at the time, but one at least out of 
the group must offer it to free the others from responsibility. e.g. If a 
person from an area where the death of a Muslim has occurred 
offers the funeral prayer, the obligation of all concerned is fulfilled.

3. W\jib: (Mandatory) This %al\h comes next in rank to Far} `Ain in 
accordance with the importance attached to it by the Prophet r. 
Like the Far}, if this is missed it must be made up for later, but if one 
denies its necessity, it would not make him an unbeliever.

4. Nafl: (Supererogatory) This %al\h is non-obligatory. The various 
types of nafl are classified below:

 a. Sunnah Mu'akkadah: (Emphasised nafl) %al\h associated with 
the far} prayers, which the Prophet r would always offer, but 
occasionally miss due to being busy. One must not miss these %al\h 
if one has the time to perform them.

 b. Sunnah Ghair Mu'akkadah: (Non-Emphasised nafl) This %al\h 
is also associated with the far} prayers, but without the emphasis. 

 c. Musta#abb: (Encouraged) Other individual prayers 
recommended at various occasions, e.g. Tahajjud, Istikh\rah, etc.

THE TIMES OF %AL¬H

Every Muslim, male or female, must offer %al\h five times a day at the 

prescribed time. If there are no lawful reasons for exemption,
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combination, or temporary delay, the prescribed times are:

1. The time for Fajr %al\h: Well before sunrise a dim, whitish glow 

appears vertically in the Eastern horizon. Soon after this vertical 

glow, a brightness appears in the same direction which grows 

horizontally. This horizontal glow spreads quickly along the 

horizon becoming larger and brighter until after a short while it 

becomes light. The time for Fajr %al\h commences with the 

appearance of this horizontal glow. This time marked by the 

appearance of the horizontal glow is known as Fajr Awwal or %ub# 

%\diq (True Dawn). The time for Fajr %al\h lasts until sunrise.

2. The time for >uhr %al\h: The time for >uhr %al\h begins 

immediately after midday. The time of midday or Istiw\ (Zaw\l) 

when the Sun is passing its highest point in the day. Approximately 

five minutes after midday >uhr time commences. The time for 

>uhr %al\h lasts until the length of the shadow of an object 

becomes twice the size of the object plus the size of the shadow 

which was cast at the time of Midday. (According to another view, 

the time for >uhr remains until an object’s shadow becomes 

equivalent to its length, plus the midday cast shadow.)

Note: It is forbidden to perform %al\h at Midday. 

Note: Whenever midday is mentioned, it does not mean 12 noon, but 

the actual middle point of the day, when the Sun is at its highest point.

3. The time for `A]r %al\h: `A]r time begins immediately upon the 
expiry of >uhr time, and lasts until sunset. However, it is makr[h 
(reprehensible) to delay the performance of `A]r %al\h until the 
sun’s rays become yellowish and dim, i.e. +/-20 minutes before 
sunset.
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4. The time for Maghrib %al\h: Maghrib time begins immediately 
after sunset and extends till the red or white glow in the western 
horizon disappears. Normally it extends over a period of one hour 
and twenty minutes to one and a half hours.

5. The time for ̀ Ish\’ %al\h: ̀ Ish\’ time begins after the red glow in 
the western horizon disappears and continues until the time for 
Fajr.

It is noticeable that Isl\m has set the times of %al\h in a way that 
combines peace of mind with relaxation of the body. Muslims, by 
observing these %al\hs, mark the whole day with a spiritual stamp in 
the beginning, at the end, and throughout. So they combine religion 
and life, feel the presence of All\h I within them throughout the day, 
conclude their daily transactions with a spiritual feeling and build up 
their moral standing on strong foundations. In this way, Muslims 
introduce spiritual vitality into all aspects of their life, and religion 
presents itself to all fields of activity. Indeed, this timetable of %al\h is 
remarkable because it is the work of All\h I and the product of Isl\m.

%al\h retains its necessity in shops and offices, homes and farms, 
industrial plants and factories. If performed, it will extend its light and 
benefit to every aspect of business, work and leisure.

It is always preferable to offer the %al\h as soon as the time sets in, in 
case something unexpected causes delay or postponement. 
Punctuality in %al\h is also part of the test. 

This concludes the section of the prerequisites of %al\h. Now the 
manner of performing %al\h will be explained. This section starts with 
the Adh\n, which, although not a part or prerequisite of %al\h, is the 
call to prayer.
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Adh\n (the Call For %al\h)

When the time of a Far} %al\h arrives, it is acting in accordance to the 
instructions and want of the Prophet r to call out the Adh\n.

! Adh\n is Sunnah only for the five Far} %al\h and for the Jumu`ah  
%al\h (Friday midday %al\h)

! Adh\n means to inform. In Shar|`ah, Adh\n means to inform of a 
particular %al\h in specific words.

! The Adh\n for every Far} %al\h should be called out with the 
commencement of its prescribed time.

! If it is called before the time then it must be called again at the  
correct time.

How to Call Out the Adh\n

When the time for %al\h arrives, the Mu'adh-dhin stands up and calls 
out aloud these words:
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‘ALL�HU ‘AKBAR - ‘ALL�HU ‘AKBAR   

‘ALL�HU ‘AKBAR - ‘ALL�HU ‘AKBAR

‘ASH-HADU ‘AL-L� ‘IL�HA ‘ILLAL-L�H

‘ASH-HADU ‘AL-L� ‘IL�HA ‘ILLAL-L�H

‘ASH-HADU ‘ANNA MUچAMMADAR RAS¤LLUL-L�H

‘ASH-HADU ‘ANNA MUچAMMADAR RAS¤LLUL-L�H

AYYA `ALAS-SAL�Hچ - AYYA `ALAS-SAL�Hچ

چ�AYYA `ALAL FALچ - چ�AYYA `ALAL FALچ

‘ALL�HU ‘AKBAR - ‘ALL�HU ‘AKBAR

L� ‘IL�HA ‘ILLAL-L�H

 All\h is the Greatest - All\h is the Greatest.
 All\h is the Greatest -  All\h is the Greatest.

I Testify that none is worthy of worship except All\h.
I Testify that none is worthy of worship except All\h.
I Testify that Mu#ammad is the Messenger of All\h.
I Testify that Mu#ammad is the Messenger of All\h.

Come to Prayer.  Come to Prayer.
Come to success.  Come to success.

All\h is the Greatest, All\h is the Greatest.
There is none worthy of worship besides All\h.

al-*\kim
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Addition In Fajr Adh\n (Read After  چAYYA ̀ ALAL FALچ�)

‘AS-SAL�TU KHAYRUM-MINAN-NAWM.

‘AS-SAL�TU KHAYRUM-MINAN-NAWM.

%al\h (Prayer) is better than sleep.
%al\h (Prayer) is better than sleep. 

at-Tirmidh|

Du`\’  After  Adh\n

 

‘ALL�HUMMA RABBA H�DHIHID DA'WATIT T�M-MAH, 

WA AL�TIL Q�’IMAH, ‘�TI MUچAMMADANIL WAS•LATA S-S

WAL FA[•LATA  WAB`ATH-Hp MAQ�MAM-MAچM¤DANIL- 

LADH• WA`ADTAH. ‘INNAKA L� TUKHLIFUL-M•`�D.

O All\h! Lord of this complete supplication and 
of everlasting prayer, grant Mu#ammad the Was|lah (rank in Jannah) 

and give him preference. Raise him to the esteemed position that 
You have promised him. Truly You do not break Your promise.

al-Bukh\r|, Last sentence in al-Bayhaq|
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There are Seven important acts in Adh\n

1. To stand facing the Qiblah.
2. Not to hasten in calling it.
3. To put the tips of both the index fingers in the ears.
4. To call Adh\n from a high place.
5. To say Adh\n in a loud voice.
6. Turn the face right when saying  and to the left چAYYA `ALAS-SAL�H

when saying .چAYYA ̀ ALAL FALچ�

7. To say  twice after AS-SAL�TU KHAYRUM-MINAN-NAWM ̀ AYYAچ ALAL 

FALچ� in the Adh\n of Fajr %al\h.

Iq\mah

Before the %al\h begins there is a swifter announcement similar to the 
Adh\n called Iq\mah, the purpose of which is to inform the assembled 
that %al\h is about to start.. The phrases used are the same as in the 
Adh\n, but with two differences: (a) the Iqamah is said faster and less 
loud; and (b) after چAYYA `ALAL FALچ�, the following words are said 

twice:

QAD Q�MATIS-SAL�H

%al\h is about to begin
at-Tirmidh|

Then the words, All\hu Akbar, All\hu Akbar, L\ il\ha illal-l\h should 
follow as in Adh\n.
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Entering the Masjid

[Mosque is not a word recognised in Isl\m. The appropriate word is 
Masjid which means a place of prostration]

When a person is inside the Masjid, he should remember that he is in 
the house of All\h I, which must be given its due respect. Therefore, 
he should sit quietly and keep himself busy in %al\h, remembrance of 
All\h I and recitation of the Qur’\n. He should avoid raising his voice, 
indulging in vain talk or argument with others. According to a #ad|th, a 
person who sits in the Masjid waiting for the next %al\h is like the one 
who is performing the %al\h (This waiting is the Nafl I`tik\f).

When a person goes to a Masjid, he should enter with his right foot.

Du`\’ When Entering Masjid

ALL�HUM-MAFTAچL• ABW�BA RAچMATIK.

“O All\h!  Open for me the doors of Your Mercy”.
Muslim

While leaving the Masjid, one should step out with the left foot.

Du`\’ When Exiting Masjid

ALL�HUMMA INN• AS‘ALUKA MIN FAˆLIKA WA RAچMATIK.

O All\h! I beg You of Your bounty, and Your Mercy.
Muslim
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%AL¬H

Now the %al\h is starting. Each %al\h comprises of a number of raka`\t 
(sing. rak`ah). A rak`ah is a unit that is made up of all the applicable 
components of %al\h. (Only the first and last items of the listed 
components below are not applicable to every rak`ah.) %al\h can be of 
two, three or four raka`\t.

THE COMPONENTS OF %AL¬H (ARK¬N)

1. Takb|rah at-Ta#r|m (raising the hands in the first rak`ah to begin)

2. Qiy\m (standing posture)

3. Qir\`ah (recital of the Qur’\n)

4. Ruk[` (bowing posture)

5. Both Sajdahs (prostrating postures)

6. Qa`dah Akh|rah (sitting posture in final rak`ah)

NECESSITIES WITHIN %AL¬H (W¬JIB ACTS)

1. Qir\`ah to be read in the first two rak`ahs of every far} %al\h.*

2. The recital of S[rah al-F\ti#ah in every rak`ah of every %al\h, 

besides the third and fourth rak`ahs of any Far} %al\h. In these, its 

recital is an emphasised Sunnah.*

3. To recite a s[rah, a long verse, or three short verses after S[rah 

al-F\ti#ah in every rak`ah of every %al\h, besides the third and 

fourth rak`ahs of far} %al\h.*

4. To recite S[rah al-F\ti#ah before any other verse.*

5. To maintain correct order between all the different postures.

6. Qawmah (standing posture after ruk[`)

7. Jalsah (sitting posture between two sajdahs)

8. Ta`d|l al-Ark\n (to pause on each posture before moving on)

* Applies to all but the muqtad| (follower behind an Im\m) who should remain silent.
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9. Qa`dah $l\ (the sitting posture after the sajdahs in the second  

rak`ah of any three or four rak`ah %al\h)

10. To recite tashahhud in both the Qa`dahs.

11. For the Im\m to offer Qir\`ah aloud in the first two rak`ahs of 

Fajr, Maghrib, `Ish\’ and Jumu`ah; also, all the raka`\t of %al\hs 

read in congregation that are not far}. (`Eid, Tar\w|#, Witr, etc). 

The Qir\’ah of the remaining raka`\t including >uhr and `A]r 

should be whispered (movement of the lips in this is necessary).

12. To end the %al\h with Sal\m (the first is w\jib)

13. The additional Takb|r in the third rak`ah of witr, the raising of 

the hands and the recital of al-Qun[t.
14. The six additional takb|rs of the %al\h of both ̀ Eids.

BEFORE %AL¬H

Ensure that clothes are ̂ \hir (clean) and make wu}[’. Stand on a ̂ \hir 
place facing the Qiblah. Keep feet parallel with toes pointing towards 
the Qiblah and submit totally to All\h I. When you are sure that you 
have fulfilled all necessary conditions, commence %al\h. A detailed 
account of how to perform %al\h follows:

Men: No garment, jubbah or trousers should be allowed to hang over 
the ankles. It is Makr[h Ta#r|m| to perform %al\h while any garment is 
hanging over the ankles out of pride. This means that the %al\h itself 
will be considered as fulfilled/valid, but there is very little reward and 
benefit in such a %al\h.

Women: Perform %al\h in the same way as men unless specific 
instructions are mentioned. The one general rule is that women will 
make themselves more compact in %al\h than men.

Ibn ̀ Abb\s is reported to have been asked about the %al\h of women, 
to which he replied, "She collects and closes herself".     Ibn Ab| Shaybah
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TAKB£RAH AT-TA*R£M

When saying Takb|rah at-Ta#r|m after making niyyah, raise the fingers 
of the two hands to be level with the earlobes (the palms will be level 
with the shoulders). Both palms should face the Qiblah. Then say 

ALL�HU-‘AKBAR

All\h is the Greatest

Women: Do not raise hands higher than shoulders. This is proven by 
the following narration.
W\'il ibn *ajr t narrates that the Messenger of All\h r said to him, "O 
W\'il ibn *ajr when you (i.e. a man) offer %al\h lift your hands till they 
are level with your ears. And a woman should lift her hands till they are 
level with her bosom."   a{-^abar\n|
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Then fold the hands and place them on the abdomen. Place the hands 
in such a way that the right hand is clasped over the back of the left. 
Whilst in Qiy\m (standing posture) the eyes should be fixed to the spot 
where the forehead will be placed in sajdah. Feet are slightly spaced.

Women: Like men, place the right hand on the left wrist. But the hands 
should then be placed on the chest. Feet should be together.

Read a du`\’ (any which have been narrated for this occasion, e.g.):

SUBچ�NAKAL-L�HUMMA WABIچAMDIKA WA TAB�RAKAS-

MUKA WA TA`�L� JADDUKA WAL� IL�HA GHAYRUK
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All Glory be to You O All\h! and praise be to You: 
Blessed is Your name and Exalted is your Majesty, 
and there is none worthy of worship besides You.

Muslim, at-Tirmidh|

From here to the ruk[` does not apply to the muqtad| (followers). 
They will stand in silence.
 
Then recite 

A`¤DHU BILL�HI MINASH-SHAY£�NIR-RAJ•M.

I Seek refuge in All\h from the rejected Satan.

Thereafter recite S[rah al-F\ti#ah

BISMILL�HIR-RAچM�NIR-RAچ•M.

‘AL-چAMDU LILL�HI RABBIL-`�LAM•N.

‘AR-RAچM�NIR-RAچ•M.
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M�LIKI YAWMID-D•N.

‘IYY�KA NA`BUDU WA ‘IYY�KA NASTA`•N.

‘IHDINAS-SIR�£AL-MUSTAQ•M.

SIR�£AL-LADH•NA ‘AN`AMTA `ALAYH•M.

GHAYRIL-MAGH-ˆ¤BI `ALAYHIM WA LAˆ-ˆ�LL•N.

In the name of All\h, the most Beneficent, most Merciful.
Praise be to All\h, Lord of the worlds.

The Beneficent, the Merciful.
Master of the Day of Judgement.

You alone we worship and to You alone we turn for help.  
Guide us to the Straight Path.

The path of those whom You favoured,
Not of those who earned Your anger, 

nor of those who went astray.

After S[rah al-F\ti#ah it is necessary that a minimum of three short \y\t 
(verses) or one long \yah (equivalent to three short verses) be read in 
proper sequence as in the Qur’\n. E.g. S[rah al-Ikhl\]

QUL HUWAL-L�HU ‘AچAD.

‘ALL�HUS-SAMAD.

LAM YALID, WA LAM Y¤LAD,

WA LAM YAKUL-LAH¤ KUFU-WAN ‘AچAD.

Say: He is All\h, the One!
All\h, the Independent, Besought of all!

He begets not nor is he begotten.
And there is none comparable unto Him.
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Then go into ruk[` saying:

ALL�HU-AKBAR

All\h is the Greatest.

RUK$`

This is a manner of bowing. The legs are kept straight and the head and 
back are lowered forwards. The knees are grasped by the hands with 
the fingers remaining apart. The arms do not touch the body. The back 
should be kept straight, while the head should be kept level to it; 
neither being lowered nor raised. The eyes should be fixed on the feet.
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Women: When making ruk[` a woman should only bend over to the 
degree required for her hands to reach her knees. The hands should be 
placed on the knees, with the fingers kept together. In ruk[` her 
elbows should touch the sides of her body.

In ruk[` recite softly at least three times:

SUBچ�NA RABBIYAL `A{•M

Glory be to my Lord, the Magnificent.
Muslim

Whilst rising from ruk[`, say TASM£`

SAMI`AL-L�HU LIMAN چAMIDAH.

All\h hears all those who praise Him.
al-Bukh\r|, Muslim

And stand up. Then in the upright position say: Ta#m|d:

RABBAN� LAKAL-چAMD

Our Lord! All praise be to You.
al-Bukh\r|

If one does not stand straight after ruk[` but merely lifts the head and 
goes into sajdah, the %al\h will not be valid as the Qawmah - which is a 
W\jib - is being omitted. Repeating the %al\h will be necessary.
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FIRST SAJDAH

Now go into sajdah, saying:

ALL�HU-AKBAR

All\h is the Greatest.

When going into sajdah, first hold the knees and place them on the 
ground. Thereafter the palms, then the nose and lastly the forehead 
will be placed on the ground in sequence. The face should be between 
the two hands and the fingers should point towards the Qiblah. 

In sajdah recite softly at least three times the following tasb|#:

SUBچ�NA RABBIYAL ‘A`L�.

Glory to my Lord, the Highest.
Muslim

In sajdah, the feet should be vertical with the toes pressed towards the 
Qiblah. The arms should neither touch the sides of the body nor the 
ground. The stomach should be kept away from the thighs. 
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Women: In sajdah the upper part of the leg (the thigh) should not be 
upright but in as flat a position as possible, with the feet spread towards 
the right. While in sajdah the stomach and thighs must be kept 
together. The forearms should be put flat on the ground in sajdah.

`A{\' ibn Ab| Rab\# (one of the great scholars amongst the T\bi`|n) 
mentions, "A woman is to collect herself when she performs Ruk[`, 
she will keep her arms to her body, and she will keep herself as 
collected as possible (that is with her legs straight and her hands on her 
knees). When she performs Sajdah she will keep her arms close to her 
and will close her stomach and chest to her thighs, and she will collect 
herself as much as possible."    Mu]annaf `Abdur-Razz\q

The Prophet r has said, "Be balanced in Sajdah. None (neither men 
nor women) should place their forearms on the floor in Sajdah, as the 
sitting style of a dog."   al-Bukh\r|

JALSAH (To sit between the two sajdahs)

Next sit up straight. Whilst rising say

ALL�HU-AKBAR

All\h is the Greatest.

To sit between the two sajdahs is a means of separating them and is 
thus a necessary (W\jib) act. This is often rushed by people which is 
incorrect as doing so disregards the W\jib act of Ta`d|l al-Ark\n, (see 
necessities within %al\h). One should make sure that when sitting the 
entire body comes to a stop. Only after this should one carry on.
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Sit resting the rear on the left foot only and having the right foot raised 
by their side with the toes facing the Qiblah. While seated the hands 
will rest on the thighs immediately above the knees.

Women: Can sit either on the left foot or on the floor, with both legs to 
the right.

Jurayj narrates, "I asked `A{\' (Ibn Ab| Rab\#), 'does a woman sit two-
legged on her left side?' He replied, 'Yes.'
I asked, 'Do you prefer this to her sitting on her right side?' He replied, 
'Yes. She will close herself, when she sits, as much as possible.'
I asked, 'Does she sit as men sit or does she sit with her left leg sticking 
out slightly from beneath her?' He replied, 'There is no harm in sitting 
either way for her, as long as she closes herself.'"    Mu]annaf Ibn Ab| Shaybah

The second sajdah is performed as the first one. With this one 
rak`ah is now complete.

SECOND RAK`AH

Saying All\hu Akbar, stand up for the second Qiy\m. On getting up 
from the sajdah, first lift the forehead, then the nose, then the palms, 
and then the knees. Whilst getting up, the hands should be on the
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knees and not on the ground for support, except for a valid reason.  
Saying Bismillchir-Raxmcnir-Raxem recite S[rah al-F\ti#ah 
and any other S[rah and complete the second rak`ah in the same 
manner as the first.

FIRST QA`DAH

After completing the second sajdah of the second rak`ah, saying 
All\hu Akbar, sit up for Qa`dah. The method of sitting is as in jalsah. 
The palms must be placed on the thighs with the tip of the fingers near 
the knees facing the Qiblah. The fingers should be relaxed and made 
to face the Qiblah and not towards the ground. The eyes should be 
fixed on the lap. Then read Tashahhud:

‘AT-TAچIYY�TU LILL�HI WAS-SALAW�TU WA£-£AYYIB�T. 

‘AS-SAL�MU `ALAYKA ‘AYYUHAN-NABIYYU WA 

RAچMATUL-L�HI WA BARAK�TUH. 

‘AS-SAL�MU `ALAYN� WA `AL� `IB�DIL-L�HIS-S�LIچ•N. 

‘ASH-HADU ‘ALL� ‘IL�HA ‘ILLAL-L�H, 

WA ‘ASH-HADU ‘ANNA MUچAMMADAN `ABDUH¤ WA RAS¤LUH.

For All\h are all greetings, salutations and good. 
Peace be upon you, O Nab|; and All\h’s mercy and blessings. 

Peace be upon us and upon All\h’s pious servants. 
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I bear witness that there is none worthy of worship but All\h. 

And I bear witness that Mu#ammad is his servant and Messenger.
al Bukh\r|, an Nasa’|

On reaching the words ‘ASH-HADU ‘AL-L� ‘IL�HA form a circle with the 

thumb and middle finger (also bend the last two fingers inwards) and 
lift the index finger of the right hand and at ‘ILLAL-L�HU lower it to 

meet the thumb. The circle should be maintained till the completion of 
the posture.

THIRD AND FOURTH RAK`AHS

If one wishes to perform a three or four raka`\t Far} %al\h, one should 
not read anything more than the Tashahhud in the first Qa`dah. Then 
saying All\hu Akbar, stand up and perform the remaining raka`\t. No 
other S[rah should be read after al-F\ti#ah in the 3rd and 4th raka`\t 
of any Far} %al\h. It is, however, W\jib to do so in all other %al\h. 
Remember that one will only sit again for Qa`dah in the last rak`ah.

SECOND (OR LAST) QA`DAH

In the last Qa`dah, after Tashahhud, read the following %alaw\t 
(benediction upon the Messenger r),  known as %alaw\t Ibr\h|m
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‘ALL�HUMMA SALLI `AL� MUچAMMAD,

WA `AL� ‘�LI MUچAMMAD, 

KAM� SALLAYTA `AL� ‘IBR�H•MA WA `AL� ‘�LI ‘IBR�H•M. 

‘INNAKA چAM•DUM MAJ•D. 

‘ALL�HUMMA B�RIK `AL� MUچAMMAD,

WA `AL� ‘�LI MUچAMMAD, 

KAM� B�RAKTA `AL� ‘IBR�H•MA WA `AL� ‘�LI ‘IBR�H•M. 

‘INNAKA چAM•DUM MAJ•D.

O All\h! Send salutations upon Mu#ammad 
and the family of Mu#ammad, 

in the manner that You sent salutations 
upon Ibr\h|m and the family of Ibr\h|m. 

You are the Praiseworthy, the Majesty.
O All\h! Send blessings upon Mu#ammad 

and the family of Mu#ammad, 
in the manner that You sent blessings 

upon Ibr\h|m and the family of Ibr\h|m. 
You are the Praiseworthy, the Majesty.
al Bukh\r|, Muslim, at Tirmidh|, Ab[ D\w[d, an Nasa’|, and Ibn M\jah

After the %alaw\t one can recite an appropriate du`\’, e.g:

‘ALL�HUMMA ‘INN• {ALAMTU NAFS• {ULMAN KATH•R�,

WA L� YAGHFIRUDH-DHUN BA ‘ILL� ‘ANT, Ū
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FAGHFIRL• MAGHFIRATAM-MIN `INDIK,

WARچAMN•, ‘INNAKA ‘ANTAL GHAF RUR-RAچ•M.Ū

O All\h! I have oppressed myself greatly, 
and none can forgive sins but You, 

forgive me with forgiveness from Yourself 
and have mercy upon me. 

Indeed You are the Forgiving, the Merciful.
al-Bukh\r|

SAL¬M

Complete the %al\h by turning the face to the right saying:

‘AS-SAL�MU `ALAYKUM WA RAچMATUL-L�H

Peace be on you and All\h's Mercy.

Then turn the face to the left, and repeat the sal\m. 

When making sal\m, intend to greet the angels and believers. The eyes 
should be fixed onto the respective shoulders when turning the head.

DU`¬’ AFTER COMPLETION OF %AL¬H

On completing the %al\h one should recite Astaghfirul-l\h three times 
softly (this is a Sunnah of the Prophet r). Then one should raise both 
hands to the level of the chest and make du`\’ (supplicate) to All\h I. 

Some typical examples are presented hereunder.
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‘ASTAGH-FIRUL-LcH, ‘ASTAGH-FIRUL-LcH, 
‘ASTAGH-FIRUL-LcH, 

‘ALLcHUMMA ‘ANTAS-SALcM, WA MINKAS-SALcM,
TABcRAKTA DHAL-JALcLI WAL ‘IKRcM.

I seek the forgiveness of All\h. I seek the forgiveness of All\h. 
I seek the forgiveness of All\h. 

O All\h, You are Peace and from You comes peace. 
Blessed are You, O Owner of majesty and honour.

Muslim

La ‘ILcHA ‘ILLAL-LcHU WAxDAHp Lc SHAReKA LAH, 
LAHUL MULKU WA LAHUL xAMD,

WA HUWA `ALc KULLI SHAY’IN QADeR, 
‘ALLcHUMMA Lc McNI`A LIMc ‘A`]AYT, WA Lc MU`]IYA 

LIMc MANA`T, WA Lc YANFA`U DHAL JADDI MINKAL JADD.

None has the right to be worshipped but All\h alone, 
He has no partner, His is the dominion and His is the praise, 

and He is Able to do all things. O All\h, there is none who can 
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withhold what You give, and none may give what You have withheld; 
and the might of the mighty person cannot benefit him against You.

al-Bukh\r|, Muslim

‘Allchumma ‘inne ‘as’aluka `ilman ncfi`c, 
wa rizqan ]ayyibc, wa `amalam-mutaqab-balc.

O All\h, I ask You for knowledge that is of benefit, a good provision, 
and deeds that will be accepted. 

Ibn M\jah 

‘ALLcHU Lc ‘ILcHA ‘ILLc Hp, ‘AL-xAYYUL-QAYYpM. 
Lc TA’KHUDHUHp SINATUW-WA Lc NAWM. 
LAHp Mc FIS-SAMcWcTI WA Mc FIL ‘AR[. 

MAN DHAL-LADHe YASHFA`U `INDAHp ‘ILLc BI ‘IDHNIH. 
YA`LAMU Mc BAYNA ‘AYDeHIM WA Mc KHALFAHUM 
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WA Lc YUxe]pNA BI SHAY’IM-MIN `ILMIHe 
‘ILLc BI Mc SHc’. WASI`A KURSIY-YUHUS-SAMcWcTI 

WAL ‘AR[. WA Lc YA’pDUHp xIF{UHUMc. 
WA HUWAL `ALIYYUL `A{eM.

All\h, none is worthy of worship except He, the ever-living, 
the ever-lasting. Neither slumber nor sleep overtakes Him. 

To Him belongs whatever is in the heavens and earth. 
Who is there that can intercede before Him except by His 
permission? He knows what happens to them before them 

and behind them. And they will never encompass anything of 
His knowledge except that which He wills. His throne extends over 
the heavens and earth. And He feels no fatigue in guarding them. 

And He is Most High, Most Great.
Qur’\n, al Baqarah 2:255 

(an-Nasa’|reports its benefit in being recited after %al\h)

SAJDAH SAHW (Sajdah For Rectification)

Certain shortcomings may be redeemed through sajdah sahw. It is 
performed after the recital of tashahhud in the final rak`ah, by first 
performing one sal\m to the right and then two sajdahs. The %al\h will 
then be completed in the normal manner (from the recital of 
tashahhud onwards).

Sajdah sahw becomes necessary when:

1. A Far} act is unintentionally performed early, delayed or repeated.
2. A W\jib act is unintentionally performed early, delayed or 

repeated.
3. A W\jib act is unintentionally omitted.
4. The number of raka`\t performed are forgotten and subsequent 

 raka`\t are unintentionally added.
 
In the event of any of the above being intentional, or a far} act being
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omitted, or a rak`ah is omitted, or the sajdah sahw becomes necessary 
and is not performed (by accident or by intent), in all of these situations 
%al\h will have to be repeated.

(Please note that the above are general guidelines, which are very 
broad and inclusive, and as individual cases cannot be represented in 
such a condensed publication, we urge the readers to ask their local 
`ulam\’ in the event of any mishaps or mistakes to rectify this all-
important pillar of Isl\m.)

THREE RAKA`¬T WITR  -  A W¬JIB %AL¬H

This three rak`ah %al\h is performed after the Far} of ̀ Ish\’ %al\h. The 
first two rak`ahs are performed as normal and after completing the 
Tashahhud of the second rak`ah, stand up in the Qiy\m position with 
the arms folded. After reciting al-F\ti#ah and a s[rah, say All\hu Akbar, 
raising the hands up to the ears and then folding them. Thereafter 
recite the Qun[t softly. This is to be done before Ruk[`.

THE DU`¬’ OF QUN$T FOR WITR %AL¬H
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‘Allchumma ‘innc nasta`enuka wa nastaghfiruk, 
wa nuthne `alaykal khayra kullah, 

wa nashkuruka wa lc nakfuruk, 
wa nakhla`u wa natruku may-yafjuruk. 

‘Allchumma ‘iyycka na`bud, 
wa laka nuvalle wa nasjud, 
wa ‘ilayka nas`c wa naxfid, 

narjp raxmataka wa nakhshc `adhcbak, 
‘inna `adhcbaka bil kuffcri mulxiq. 

O All\h, we seek Your help and we seek Your forgiveness, 
and we praise You with all good. 

We are grateful to you and we do not deny/be ungrateful to You. We 
distance and renounce whoever disobeys You. 

O All\h, You alone we worship and to You we pray and prostrate. To 
You we hasten and You we serve. 

We hope for Your mercy, and we fear Your punishment. 
Indeed, Your punishment will meet the unbelievers. 

Musnad A#mad

FORBIDDEN TIMES OF %AL¬H

It is not permissible to perform any %al\h at the following times:
1. When the sun is rising;
2. At midday when the sun is at its zenith; 
3. When the sun is setting;
 %al\h can be performed about 15 minutes after sunrise, five 

minutes after midday and immediately after sunset.
4. Before sunset when the sun’s rays lose their heat and become 

yellowish. No %al\h can be performed during this time except the 
`A]r %al\h of that day if it has not yet been performed.

Note: It is not correct to delay the performance of ̀ A]r %al\h until this 
time. However, if `A]r %al\h was not yet performed then it has to be 
performed even in this makr[h (reprehensible) time.
5. When the Im\m is delivering the Friday or `Eid Khu{bah
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 (According to many scholars Ta#ayyah al-Masjid can be performed 
at the time of Jumu`ah Khu{bah if one has just entered the Masjid)

How Many Raka`\t to perform?

Of the Far\’id %al\h there are a total of 17 Raka`\t which are to be 
performed Daily. They are split as follows:
 1. Fajr Two Raka`\t
 2. >uhr Four Raka`\t
 3. `A]r Four Raka`\t
 4. Maghrib Three Raka`\t
 5. `Ish\ Four Raka`\t

There are different types of %al\h as has been explained on pages 26-
27. Of these, there are some that have been labelled as Mu’akkad 
(emphasised). The reason for this is the following *ad|th.

The Messenger of All\h r has said, “Whoever performs twelve raka`\t 
of supererogatory prayers, a house will be built for him in paradise.”

Muslim, at-Tirmidh|, al *\kim, Ab[ D\w[d, an-Nasa’|, Ibn M\jah

These have been marked on the table overleaf as Mu’akkadah. These
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have been specified by the above *ad|th as narrated in at-Tirmdh|. 
Other additional prayers have also been mentioned.

Note: The additional %al\h will be explained in full under Naw\fil 
(pages 67-69). These are immensely rewarding and should be 
performed as often as one can.

Note: It is accepted that if one does not perform the Sunnah prayers, 
one is not committing a sin. However, one should bear in mind that 
these are actions recommended and habitually performed by the 
Messenger r himself. Without a doubt his is the best example to follow 
if we are desirous of All\h’s pleasure.
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Names of Five
Daily %al\h

Total
Raka`\t

WitrSunnah Sunnah

FAJR 4 2

4 212>UHR

4`A%R

2

2 39`ISH¬’

`EID
2 Rak`ahs

5MAGHRIB

4 4 - 2JUMU`AH
There is no >uhr %al\h on 
Friday. Jumu`ah %al\h is 

its substitute.
12

No Adh\n or Iq\mah for 
`Eid al-Fi{r or `Eid al-A}#\ %al\h

No Nafl %al\h before or after `Eid %al\h

Additional

If one gets to the Masjid
prior to %ub# %\diq, one 

should perform Tahajjud.*

If one gets to the Masjid
early one may perform

some additional Naw\fil.*

Additional Naw\fil after
Maghrib are very 

rewarding.*

One should delay Witr
and perform Tahajjud

before it.*

If one gets to the Masjid
early one may perform

some additional Naw\fil.*

Far}

2

4

4

3

4

2

W\jib

2 Rak’ah W\jib
with six

extra Takb|rs



MUSTA*ABB¬TU%-%AL¬H (Preferable Acts)

1. Pulling the palms out of sleeves when saying Takb|rah at-Tahr|m.
2. Saying tasb|# more than three times in ruk[` and sajdah by the 

Munfarid (one performing %al\h alone).
3. To keep the eyes towards the place of sajdah in Qiy\m, at the toes 

in ruk[`, towards the lap in Qa`dah and Jalsah, and at the 
shoulders while turning for sal\m.

4. To try and keep the mouth closed when yawning, but if it is 
opened, to cover it by the back of the right hand in Qiy\m and by 
the left hand in all other postures.

MAKR$H¬TU%-%AL¬H (Acts Disliked In %al\h)

1. To perform %al\h bare-headed due to laziness or carelessness or 
having sleeves rolled up.

2. To play/fidget with clothes or body.
3. To wear such clothes without reason that people do not ordinarily 

like to go out in, e.g nightgown, overalls, etc.
4. To dust the floor with one’s hands to prevent the soiling of clothes.
5. To perform %al\h when one has the urge to go to the toilet. One 

should ensure that one is relieved before starting %al\h.
6. To crack one’s knuckles or to interlock fingers.
7. To turn the face away from the Qiblah and look around.
8. To rest the arms/elbows on the ground in sajdah.
9. To perform %al\h when another person sits ahead facing back.
10. To yawn and not prevent it if one can do so.
11. To keep the eyes closed, unless it is done to concentrate in %al\h.
12. To stand alone behind an incomplete ]aff (row).

13. To perform %al\h in clothes with pictures of living objects on them.

14. To perform %al\h at a place where there are pictures of living  
(animate) objects above or on either side of the worshipper or on
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 the place where he/she makes sajdah.

15. To count verses or tasb|#s on fingers.

16. To perform %al\h with a sheet or clothes wrapped on the body in  
such a way that it makes it difficult to free the hands quickly.

17. To do anything against the Sunnah in %al\h.

MUFSID¬TU%-%AL¬H (acts that break %al\h)

1. To talk in %al\h knowingly or unknowingly, a few words or many.

2. To make noise due to pain or any other reason if what has been 
uttered exceeds one syllable.

3. To correct the Qir\’ah of anyone other than one’s Im\m. To accept 
such corrections (i.e. not from a follower) also breaks the %al\h.

4. To recite the Qur’\n by looking at the text (some scholars permit 
this in Nafl prayers).

Note: Not all scholars agree to #4.

5. To act in a manner which gives the impression to onlookers that 
one is not performing %al\h. This is called ̀ Amal kath|r.

6. To eat or drink knowingly or unknowingly.

7. To turn the chest away from the Qiblah.

8. To perform sajdah at a najis (impure) place (This goes against the 
prerequisites of %al\h).

9. To delay in re-concealing the `awrah if even a part of it becomes 
uncovered. %al\h breaks if the `awrah remains uncovered for the 
extent of performing a rukn (posture) in %al\h, e.g. Ruk[`.

10. To laugh.

Note: To laugh aloud so that others can hear breaks the wu}[’ as well 
as the %al\h.

11. To step ahead of the Im\m during the %al\h.

12. To perform any act before the Im\m.

13. Making such an error in the Qir\’ah of the Qur’\n which grossly 
alters the meaning .
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It is permissible to break one’s %al\h in the following cases:

1. When there is an urge to go to the toilet.

2. When a harmful animal or object appears in close proximity and 

poses a threat.

3. When one fears that a train or transport on which one is to travel 

would depart and thus cause great inconvenience.

4. When one fears that a thief would get away with one’s property.

It is W\jib to break one’s %al\h in order to answer a parent or a 

grandparent who has called out in need. however, it is not necessary 

when someone else of the family is around to assist.

It is far} to break one’s %al\h if it is feared that a person would be 

harmed if one did not intervene. It is even more important to break 

one’s %al\h if a person’s life is in danger.

MANNER OF STANDING IN JAM¬`AH

! The muqtad|s (followers in a congregation) should stand close to 

each other and in a straight row. 

! No space should be left in between. 

! Children should stand behind the men. It is makr[h to include 

small children in the men’s row. 

! If the Im\m’s %al\h breaks then the muqtad|s’ %al\hs will also 

break.

WHO DESERVES TO BE AN IM¬M

1. The person who knows the a#k\m (rules) of %al\h well, provided 

 he is not a f\siq (an open sinner).

2. Then a person who can recite the Qur’\n well, i.e. with Tajw|d.
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3. Thereafter a person who is pious.

4. Then the oldest person.

5. Then the good mannered and kind. 

6. If there is a fixed Im\m in a Masjid, then he will remain deserving of 

the honour of being the Im\m, even if one who may appear to be 

better than him is in the community, provided that the Im\m 

adheres to the rules of the Shar|`ah.

Note: It is makr[h to make a f\siq, an ignorant person, one who does 
not observe the laws of Shar|`ah, or who makes his own laws, the 
Im\m of the congregation. Women cannot be the Im\m for men.

MASB$Q

1. A person who joins the Im\m while the Im\m is in ruk[` is 
considered to have performed the complete rak`ah. If the Im\m 
has completed the ruk[` and a person then joins him, he has 
missed a rak`ah. Such a person is known as a masb[q.

2. A person who has missed any rak`ah and then joined the jam\`ah 
should continue the %al\h with the Im\m to the end. Once the 
Im\m turns to say the second sal\m, the masb[q should stand up 
and complete the missed number of raka`\t.

3. A masb[q who misses only one rak`ah should stand up, and act as 
though he is starting %al\h (without performing Takb|rah at-
Ta#r|m). One should read than\’, ta`awwudh, tasmiyah 
(Bismill\h), S[rah al-F\ti#ah and another s[rah and then complete 
the %al\h with qa’dah as usual. 

4. If the masb[q has missed two rak`ahs in Fajr, >uhr, ̀ A]r or ̀ Ish\’, 
he should complete both the rak`ahs by reciting S[rah al-F\ti#ah 
and another surah in both the rak`ahs, with Qa`dah only at the 
end of the final rak’ah, i.e. he will act as though he is starting %al\h.

5. If a person has missed two rak`ahs in Maghrib %al\h, then, after
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 completing the first rak`ah, perform Qa`dah, read tashahhud and 
then stand up for the second rak`ah. After reciting S[rah al-F\ti#ah 
and another s[rah, complete the %al\h.

6. If three raka`\t are missed in >uhr, `A]r or `Ish\’, the masb[q 
should stand up and read S[rah al-F\ti#ah and a s[rah in the first 
missed rak`ah, thereafter perform ruk[` and sajdah, but before 
standing up for the second missed rak’at, perform Qa`dah (sit 
down), read tashahhud and then stand up for the second rak`ah. 

 In the second missed rak`ah recite S[rah al-F\ti#ah and another 
s[rah, complete this rak`ah and without sitting for tashahhud, 
stand up for the third missed rak`ah. In this rak`ah read only S[rah 
al-F\ti#ah and complete the %al\h.

7. If a person has missed all the raka’\t of any %al\h, then he should 
repeat the whole %al\h after the Im\m has said the sal\m except 
that he should not raise his hands for takb|r in the first rak`ah.

8. One should not join the jam\`ah after the Im\m recites the first 
 sal\m to complete the %al\h.

Note: The general rule for the Masb[q is that his raka`at continue from 

when he joined the Im\m but his Qir\’ah should be representative of 

the raka`ah that has been missed. This explains why the first points 

emphasize recitation as if the raka`\t restart in numbering and how 

points 5 and 6 show the raka`\t to continue in numbering.

Note: For a person who joins the jam\`ah when the Im\m is in ruk[`, 
it is Far} to stand completely erect and say Takb|rah at-Ta#r|m before 
going into ruk[`. Saying takb|r while going into ruk[` without standing 
is not permissible, one must observe Qiy\m. %al\h performed in such a 
way will not be valid and should be repeated.

Note: A person should not run in the Masjid to join the jam\`ah if he is 
afraid of missing a rak`ah. It is improper to do this.
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QA<¬’

Any %al\h performed in its time is called ad\’. Far} and W\jib %al\h 
performed after their time has expired are called qa}\’ (or faw\’it). E.g. 
If ̀ A]r %al\h is performed at Maghrib time, it will be qa}\’.

To delay any Far} or W\jib %al\h intentionally and cause them to 
become qa}\’ is a sin for which one will be held accountable.

It is compulsory upon every Muslim to perform all the missed Far} 
prayers since the time one has become b\ligh (reached the age of 
puberty).

If a person has missed less than six %al\hs and no other %al\h besides 
these are qa}\’, then before beginning the performance of the sixth 
%al\h in it’s time, qa}\’ of the missed number of %al\h will have to be 
performed in order. 

E.g. If a person has missed the Fajr, >uhr and ̀ A]r  %al\h and no other 
%al\h besides these are qa}\’ and the time of Maghrib has begun, then 
Fajr, >uhr and ̀ A]r must be performed in order first and thereafter the 
Maghrib %al\h should be performed.

For a person who has missed more than five %al\hs, it is not necessary 
upon him to perform the qa}\’ %al\h in order. Such a person may 
perform the ad\’ %al\h first and then the qa}\’ %al\h.

The Niyyah of Qa}\’ %al\h

When making the niyyah for qa}\’, it is necessary to make niyyah for 
the particular %al\h missed. If one has missed a number of %al\hs, one 
should make niyyah thus: “I am performing ------day’s Fajr or >uhr”.
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If a person has missed more than one Fajr or >uhr, it will not be 
sufficient to say, “I am performing qa}\’ for Fajr or >uhr”. One should 
say: “I am performing such and such day’s (e.g. yesterday’s, or last 
week Tuesday’s, or 12th April 2006’s) Fajr or >uhr”.

If one cannot remember the particular date of a missed prayer, one 
may say, “O All\h! I am performing the first Fajr or the first >uhr, from 
those which I have missed”. One may continue doing this until 
satisfied that all the missed %al\h are performed.

THE MUS¬FIR’S (TRAVELLER’S) %AL¬H

In Shar|’ah a person who travels 48 miles or more and intends to  
remain at one’s destination for less than 15 days, is called a Mus\fir.

A Mus\fir who intends remaining at his destination for 15 days or  
more, will only be a mus\fir during his journey. Once he reaches his 
destination, he will not remain a Mus\fir.

A Mus\fir must perform Qa]r of the >uhr, `A]r and `Ish\’ prayers. 
There is no Qa]r of Fajr and Maghrib. Similarly, there is no Qa]r of the 
non-Far} %al\h.

Qa]r is the reduction in raka`\t due to which one must perform two 
raka`\t only instead of four. This concession has been granted by All\h 
I and it is because of this that many scholars have the opinion that 
Qa]r is necessary upon the Mus\fir.

A Mus\fir who performs his %al\h behind an Im\m, should perform the 
same number of raka`\t as the Im\m. If the Im\m is not a Mus\fir then 
the followers will all perform the full %al\h. 
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If the Im\m is a Mus\fir and some of the followers are Muq|m (locals), 

then the Im\m and the Mus\fir Muqtad|s should complete their %al\h 

of two raka`\t. The Im\m will then remind the Muq|m Muqtad|s to 

complete their %al\h by saying, ”Complete your %al\h, I am a Mus\fir.” 

The Muq|m Muqtad| should then stand up and complete the 

remaining two rak’ahs without reciting S[rah al-F\ti#ah or any other 

s[rahs (they should remain silent in Qiy\m).

%AL¬H OF A SICK PERSON

1. One is allowed to perform %al\h sitting if one is so sick that one has 

no strength to stand and perform the %al\h, or if standing causes 

great pain, or even if it may increase the injury/illness. One may 

also perform %al\h sitting if one is able to stand but cannot go into 

ruk[` or sajdah.

2. If a person does not have the strength to make ruk[` or sajdah, 

then the ruk[` and sajdah should be made by ish\rah (gesture), 

i.e. by bowing the head slightly for ruk[` and more for sajdah.

3. If a person cannot perform his %al\h sitting, then he should 

perform it lying down, i.e. lie down on the back with the legs facing 

the Qiblah. The knees should be raised slightly when doing this. 

The head should rest at a higher level with a pillow under it. For 

sajdah one should bow one’s head more than that done for ruk[`.

4. If the knees cannot be raised then one can stretch one’s legs  

towards the Qiblah. The head should be raised and facing Qiblah.

5. One may also lie down on the right side facing the Qiblah or even 

on the left side if necessary. It is preferable to lie on the right side if 

one has a choice.

6. If a person remains unconscious for less than a full day and night, 

he/she must perform the missed %al\h.

7. If one remains unconscious for a full day and night or more, then 

one need not perform the %al\h one has missed. One is exempted
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 from performing them, thus there is no Qa}\’.

8. If a person has no strength even to move the head as ish\rah, then 

he/she should not perform the %al\h immediately but should wait 

until regaining their strength.

 If one gains the strength of moving the head for ish\rah (gesture) 

within a day or night or in a period lesser than that, Qa}\’ will have 

to be performed for the five or fewer %al\hs.

 If this condition continues for more than a day and night, one will 

not be bound to perform Qa}\’ for the missed number of %al\h. 

However, one will have to give Fidyah to the poor for each %al\h 

missed. Fidyah means compensation. It is equal to Sadaqah al-Fi{r 

which equates the value of 1.6 kg of wheat.

9. If a sick person’s bedding is najis (impure) and changing it would 

cause great inconvenience to the person, then %al\h may be 

performed on the same bedding.

10. A paralyzed person or one who is so sick that he cannot use water 

for  Istinj\’ should use toilet paper, anything else absorbent or even 

dry clay to clean himself. If he cannot do this, he should perform 

his %al\h without even making Istinj\’.

11. One who has undergone facial surgery or any operation because 

of which one is instructed not to move the head by the doctors, 

should perform %al\h lying down. Tayammum is to be made if he 

cannot make wu}[’. If he cannot perform tayammum himself, he 

may be assisted.

Note: Except in the last situation mentioned, Tayammum is only 
resorted to when it is known by one’s own experience, or if a doctor 
says that the use of water would most likely be injurious to one’s 
health. 
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JUMU`AH (FRIDAY) %AL¬H

The prerequisites for performing Jumu`ah %al\h are:
1. The Jumu`ah %al\h should be in a city, large village or town. It is not 

proper to perform the Jumu`ah %al\h in a completely desolate or 
uninhabited place.

2. Jumu`ah must be performed within >uhr time.
3. Khu{bah (address by the Im\m) must be delivered before %al\h.
4. The %al\h should be read with Jam\`ah. It is compulsory to have at 

least three men besides the Im\m to offer the %al\h, or else the 
%al\h will not be valid.

5. Idhn `¬m (permission to all to attend), unless in a detaining 
institute or because other legal preventatives don’t allow this.

Note: If all these conditions are met, the performing of Jumu`ah %al\h 
will be correct. In the absence of any of these conditions >uhr must be 
performed instead.

THINGS NOT ALLOWED DURING THE KHU^BAH

! Talking, eating, drinking, replying to any talk, telling people to be 
quiet, reciting the Qur’\n, offering Sunnah or Nafl %al\h (which as 
we have mentioned has the exception of Ta#iyyah al-Masjid 
according to many scholars), etc. 

! Anything which disturbs listening to the Khu{bah becomes makr[h 
from the minute the Im\m stands to walk to the Mimbar (pulpit) to 
deliver the Khu{bah.

Note: It is necessary to listen to the Khu{bah. The habit of coming into 
the Masjid just before %al\h is to start is incorrect and lamentable.

Note: The Sunnah prayers before and after Jumu`ah are considered 
Mu’akkadah.
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NAW¬FIL - THE REWARDING OPTIONS

During the course of the day there are additional prayers that can be 
offered. These prayers are entirely voluntary but hold immense 
rewards. These prayers can be shortened in length to facilitate 
including them in our daily schedules.

%al\h al Ishr\q - Daybreak Prayer

Anas ibn M\lik t reports that the Messenger of All\h r said, 
‘He who performs Fajr %al\h with congregation and thereafter remains 
in his place remembering All\h until the sun rises and then performs 
two raka`\t, for him is the reward equivalent to that of a *ajj and 
`Umrah.’     at-Tirmidh|

The time for al Ishr\q starts approximately 20 minutes after Sunrise.

%al\h a}-<u#\ - The Late-Morning Prayer

Ab[ Dharr t narrates that the Messenger of All\h r said, 
‘Every morning each of you has to give %adaqah (charity) for each part 
of his body. Deifying God, praising, magnifying, and glorifying Him are 
all acts of %adaqah. Calling towards good and forbidding evil is 
%adaqah. Two raka`\t at the time of <u#\ (late morning) will suffice for 
all of them (as charity for all parts of the body).’      %a#|# Ibn Khuzaymah

The time for a}-<u#\ is late morning - usually noted as 10am onwards.

%al\h al Aww\b|n

Ab[ Hurayrah t reports that the Messenger of All\h r said, 
‘He who offers six raka`\t after Maghrib %al\h and does not say 
anything offensive during this time, his reward will be equivalent to
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that of worshipping All\h for twelve years.’     Ibn M\jah

This %al\h is offered immediately after Maghrib %al\h. 

Qiy\m al Layl (Tahajjud) - Standing in the Night

Ab[ Um\mah al B\hil| t narrates that the Messenger of All\h r said,
‘Holdfast unto Qiy\m al Layl, as it is the habit of the pious predecessors 
(including the Ambiy\’), it is a means of gaining closeness to Your Lord, 
it is an expiation of sins, and it is a defense against committing vice.’

%a#|# Ibn Khuzaymah

This can be performed at any time after ̀ Ish\, but the best time for it is 
in the last third of the night. 

The Prophet of All\h r always performed this %alah at home and on 
journeys. It is the most prestigious, highly recommended and 
emphasized of all the Nafl prayers.

EVEN MORE REWARDS

There are other %al\h that one can perform during the day, which are 
either related to an action or are in themselves significant acts.

Ta#iyyah al Wu}[’ - Worship Accompanying Wu}[’

Ab[ ad-Dard\’ t narrates that the Messenger of All\h r said, 
‘He who performs ablution properly, then stands and offers two or four 
raka`\t, performing well his bowing (actions) and having humility and 
then seeks forgiveness from All\h, will be forgiven.

at-Tagh|b wat-Tarh|b

This %al\h is offered after wu}[’, and can be performed at any time.
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However, care should be taken that it is not performed in the 
prohibited times.

Ta#iyyah al Masjid - Worship Accompanying Entry into the Masjid

Ab[ Qat\dah t narrated that the Messenger of All\h r said, 
‘When you enter the Masjid perform two raka`\t before you sit.’  Muslim

This can be performed at any time upon entering the Masjid apart from 
the prohibited times. 

It deserves mention that many outstanding scholars have stated that 
this %al\h is one such Sunnah that has a degree of necessity attached to 
it. The reason for this is the wording of the *ad|th mentioned above, 
wherein the Messenger r did not mention a virtue for this prayer but 
rather gave an order/instruction for its performance. It is for this reason 
that these scholars command its performance if the congregation of 
the Far} %al\h is not already underway.

%al\h al *\jah - Asking for One’s Needs

`Abdull\h Ibn Ab| Awf\ t stated, ‘He who needs something from 
All\h or (even) from a person, he should perform Wu}[’ properly and 
offer two raka`\t. Upon completing this he should praise All\h and 
send salutations upon His Prophet and then recite the following du`\’.
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lc ‘ilcha ‘illal-lchul xalemul karem.
subxcnal-lchi rabbil `arshil `a{em,
‘al-xamdu lillchi rabbil-`clamen.

‘as‘aluka mpjibcti raxmatik, 
wa `azc’ima magh-firatik,

wal ghanemata min kulli birr,
was-salcmata min kulli ‘ithm.

lc tada` lanc dhamban ‘illc ghafartah,
wa lc hamman ‘illc farrajtah,

wa lc xcjatan hiya laka ri[an ‘illc qa[aytahc
yc ‘arxamar-rcximen.

There is none worthy of worship except All\h, 
the Forbearing, the Majesty.

Glorified is All\h, the Great Lord of the Throne.
All praise is to All\h, the Lord of the worlds.

I ask You for those things which necessitate Your Mercy,
and which firmly bring Your forgiveness,

and for benefit from all good acts,
and for protection from all vice.

Do not leave a single sin of mine but that You forgive it,
and no (good) intention/undertaking but that you make it easy,
and no need - which is pleasing to You - but that You ordain it,

O Most-Merciful of mercifuls.
at-Timidh|
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%al\tul *\jah can be performed at any time during the day or night, 
besides the prohibited times.

%al\h at-Tawbah - Prayer of Repentance

Ab[ Bakr t narrates that the Messenger of All\h r has said, 
‘No sin is committed by a servant of All\h who performs wu}[’ and 
performs two raka`\t of %al\h seeking forgiveness for his sins, except 
that All\h makes it necessary upon Himself to forgive that person.’ 

ad-Durr al Manth[r

It is recommended that %al\h at-Tawbah is read daily before sleeping.

%al\h at-Tasb|# - Prayer of Glorification

It has been reported by Ibn ̀ Abb\s t that the Prophet r addressed his 
father (`Abb\s t),
‘O ̀ Abb\s, O Uncle, shall I not give you, shall I not reward you, shall I 
not do for you ten (i.e. many) favours, which if you were to do then 
All\h will forgive all your sins, the first and the last, the old and the 
recent, the intended and the unintended, the minor and the major, the 
secret and the blatant. (This is) if you perform four raka`\t of %al\h, in 
every raka`\t of which s[rah F\ti#ah and a S[rah is recited. You will 
then recite:

subxcnal-lch, wal-xamdu lillch
wa lc ‘ilcha ‘illal-lch, wallchu ‘akbar.

Glorified is All\h, and all Praise is All\h’s,
There is none worthy of worship but All\h, All\h is the Great.
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 15 times after you complete Qir\’ah and you are standing. 
Then perform Ruk[` and recite it

 10 times in Ruk[`. Then lift you head from Ruk[` and say it
 10 times (standing.) Then prostrate and recite it
 10 times whilst in Sajdah. Then recite it
 10 times once sat up (in Jalsah). Then prostrate and recite it
 10 times  (in Sajdah.) Then sit up and recite it
 10 times. (in Qa`dah before standing for the next rak`ah.) 
This makes 75 in each rak`ah. Do this in all four raka`\t. 
If you can do this daily then do so; if not, then do this once every Friday. 
If that too is not possible then once a month, if that also is not possible 
then once a year and if that too is not possible then once in a lifetime.

Ab[ D\w[d, al *\kim, Ibn Khuzaymah and Ibn M\jah

This *ad|th is also mentioned by Im\m at-Tirmidh| in his compilation. 
In addition to this another method of performing this %al\h is also 
given. i.e. the same Tasb|# will be recited as follows.
 15 times before Qir\’ah
 10 times after Qir\’ah
 10 times in Ruk[`.
 10 times in Qawmah.
 10 times in Sajdah.
 10 times in Jalsah.
 10 times  in Sajdah.

In addition to what has been mentioned above the Messenger of All\h 
r has said,
“Even if you were the greatest sinner of the people of the Earth, you 
would still have your sins forgiven by this.”   Ab[ D\w[d

Note: For this %al\h to be effective one must keep concentration 
throughout its performance. This way the numbers of the Tasb|# will 
remain correct, and also one’s %al\h will then be acceptable in form.
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%al\h al Istikh\rah - Prayer for Seeking Guidance

When a person wishes to carry out some important work, guidance 
should be sought from All\h I. This seeking of guidance is Istikh\rah. 

J\bir ibn `Abdull\h t said: The Prophet r used to teach us to seek 
All\h's counsel in all matters, as he used to teach us a S[rah from the 
Qur'\n. He would say: 
‘When anyone of you has an important matter to decide, let him pray 
two rak`ahs other than the obligatory prayer, and then say the 
following du`\’.’    al-Bukh\r|

Whoever seeks the counsel of the Creator will not regret it and 
whoever seeks the advice of the believers will feel confident about his 
decisions. As All\h said in the Qur'an: “And consult them in the affair. 
Then when you have taken a decision, put your trust in All\h.”
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‘Allchumma ‘inne ‘astakheruka bi `ilmik, 
wa ‘astaqdiruka bi qudratik, 

wa ‘as'aluka min fa[likal `A{em, 
fa ‘innaka taqdiru wa lc ‘aqdir, 

wa ta`lamu wa lc ‘a`lam, 
wa ‘Anta `Allcmul-Ghuypb, 

‘Allchumma ‘in kunta ta`lamu ‘anna hcdhal ‘amra 
(then mention the thing to be decided) Khayrul-le fe dene wa 

ma`cshe wa `cqibati ‘amre, 
Faq-durhu le wa yas-sirhu le thumma bcrik le feh, 

wa ‘in kunta ta`lamu ‘anna hcdhal ‘amra 
(then mention the thing to be decided) sharrul-le fe dene wa 

ma`cshe wa `cqibati ‘amre,
Fav-rifhu `anne wav-rifne `anh, 

waqdir liyal khayra xaythu kcn. 
thumma ‘ar[ine bih.

O All\h, I seek the counsel of Your Knowledge, 
and I seek the help of Your Omnipotence, 

and I beseech You for Your Magnificent Grace. 
Surely, You are Capable and I am not. You know and I know not, 

and You are the Knower of the unseen. 
O All\h, if You know that this matter [then mention the thing to be decided] 

is good for me in my religion and in my life 
and for my welfare in the life to come, 
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then ordain it for me and make it easy for me, then bless me in it. 
And if You know that this matter [then mention the thing to be decided] 

is bad for me in my religion and in my life 
and for my welfare in the life to come, 

then distance it from me, and distance me from it, 
and ordain for me what is good wherever it may be, 

and help me to be content with it.
al-Bukh\r|

While reciting this du`\’, think specifically about the action for which 
you are seeking good at the underlined words. This can be done at any 
time but is usually done before going to sleep. Upon awaking (or, if not 
done before sleeping, upon deliberation) carry out that task on which 
the heart is firm. If one cannot reach a solution on the first day, 
Istikh\rah should be continued until for seven days. Istikh\rah is to ask 
All\h to only allow the matter to ensue if it is good for one, and to not 
let it be otherwise. After making Istikh\rah, one should continue doing 
what one needs to do, reassured in the knowledge that ultimately only 
that will happen which is good for one. The final outcome will 
inevitably be the answer to the Istikh\rah.

Istikh\rah should not be made for whether or not to do anything 
obligatory (like *ajj) or prohibited.

Note: Many people think that Istikh\rah will definitely result in an 
instructive dream being experienced. This is not true. It is possible that 
a dream is seen in which one does see an answer but this is not 
necessarily the case.

SAJDAH AT-TIL¬WAH

One should note that the pre-requisites of %al\h in general are also the 
pre-requisites of Sajdah at-til\wah:
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1. There are fourteen places where Sajdah at-til\wah must be made 
in the Qur’\n. Wherever the word “ سجدة (sajdah)” appears in the 
margin of the Qur’\n, a W\jib sajdah is made upon its recital. This 
sajdah is known as Sajdah at-til\wah.

2. The method of making Sajdah at-til\wah is as follows: the person 
should say All\hu Akbar and go into sajdah. When saying All\hu 
Akbar the hands should not be raised. While in sajdah say: 

 SUB*¬NA RABBIYAL A`L¬ at least three times. Thereafter, saying 
All\hu Akbar the head should be raised. The Sajdah at-til\wah is 
now complete.

3. It is preferable to stand up and then say All\hu Akbar and go into 
sajdah. And thereafter to say All\hu Akbar and stand up from the 
sajdah. It is also permissible to go into sajdah and come up from it  
while in the sitting position without standing up at all.

4. Sajdah at-til\wah becomes W\jib on the person who recites a 
verse of sajdah and also on the person who hears it being recited. 
This is irrespective of whether the person had sat down with the 
intention of listening to the Qur’\n, or whether he heard it without 
intending to listen to it. It is acceptable to recite the verse of sajdah 
softly so that Sajdah at-til\wah does not become W\jib on anyone 
else, especially if they are unaware of the verses of sajdah.

5. If a person recites a verse of sajdah while he is in %al\h, then upon 
reciting the verse, he should immediately go into sajdah and then 
continue with the rest of the s[rah, and then go into ruk[`. If a 
person does not go immediately into sajdah, but goes into sajdah 
after reciting a few more verses, then too this sajdah will be proper. 
If he recites several more verses and then goes into sajdah, the 
sajdah will be proper, but he will be acting against the Sunnah.

6. If he recites a verse of sajdah while in %al\h, but did not make 
sajdah in the %al\h, the sajdah will not be valid if he makes it out of 
%al\h. He will remain neglectful of its performance. Absolving 
oneself is only through seeking forgiveness.
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GENERAL REMARKS ON PRAYER

As already pointed out, the Muslim’s mind should always be occupied 
with the remembrance of All\h  and his tongue be busied with I
utterances of praise and glory of Him. Besides the above mentioned 
forms and occasions of %al\h, there are a number of other occasions 
when %al\h is strongly recommended by Prophet Mu#ammad . r
Among such occasions are: heavy rainstorms; drought and shortage of 
rain; lunar or solar eclipses etc. At times like these, the Muslim is 
advised to engage in prolonged %al\h of two or more units. It should be 
noted that there are special ways to perform %al\h at the time of an 
eclipse or drought.

There are other occasion when the Muslims utter certain supplications 
without the form of %al\h. In such utterances one expresses gratitude 
to All\h  and appreciation of His favours, hope in Him and reliance I
upon His aid, remembrance of Him and prayer for His mercy.  Among 
occasions like these are: the birth of a child; the ceremony of marriage; 
going to and rising from bed; leaving the house and returning to it; 
entering and leaving the toilet; starting a journey or entering a city; 
when riding or driving; boarding a ship or aircraft; distress; on seeing 
one’s reflection in a mirror; after a bath or ablution; when receiving the 
first fruits of the harvests; when visiting a graveyard.

MISCELLANEOUS ISSUES

Passing in front of one who is performing %al\h

At all times care should be taken that one does not cross or pass in front 
of a person who is performing %al\h. the Prophet of All\h r has 
warned against this in numerous A#\d|th, Such as the following 
example:
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The Messenger of All\h r has said,
‘If one passing in front of a person performing %al\h knew of the 
graveness of his sin, he would rather stand there for forty than pass in 
front of him.’ 
The narrator of the #ad|th goes on to say, ‘I cannot remember if the 
Prophet r said forty days, months or years.’   al-Bukh\r|

Scholars, generally, are of the opinion that 40 years are meant. Even if 
one were to argue what was meant, the meaning of the *ad|th and the 
strong message of how disliked such an action is can be clearly gaged.

Note: Many people have a misconception that the %al\h of a person 
breaks if someone walks across one’s place of sajdah. This is not true. 
The person who walked across will be the one who has sinned, and the 
%al\h being performed will be acceptable on behalf of its performer.

The Prohibition of Adopting a Posture Before the Im\m 

A common act seen during congregational %al\h is the adoption of any 
posture before the Im\m, e.g. going into or coming out of Ruk[` or 
Sajdah. This difference does not have to be vast for this to be 
applicable. Many people between Ruk[` and Sajdah do not stand 
completely, which means that they are already slightly ahead of the 
Im\m when they start to go down for Sajdah. This is wrong, and can 
cause %al\h to be invalid.

Ab[ Hurayrah t narrates that the Messenger of All\h r said, 
‘Is that person not scared who raises his head before the Im\m that 
All\h will change his face to that of a donkey.’    Muslim, at-Tirmidh|, al *\kim

There are numerous other a#\dith warning against the same type of 
punishment. All these a#\d|th indicate the importance of following the 
Im\m and not performing any posture before him.  
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The Etiquettes of the Masjid

The Masjid is the house of All\h, where Muslims gather five times a day 
to pray. The Masjid is a place of great virtue as is mentioned in many 
A#\d|th. 
`Amr Ibn Maym[n al-Awd| t reported that the Messenger r said, 
‘The Mas\jid are the houses of All\h. It is a right upon All\h to entertain 
those who visit Him in them.’       `Abdur-Razz\q, Ibn Ab| Shaybah, a{-^abar\n|

Ab[ Hurayrah t mentions that the Messenger of All\h r had stated,
‘The most loved places on the Earth are the Mas\jid.’   Musl im

These and many other A#\d|th indicate the great honour All\h 
bestows upon those who attend the Masjid, All\h‘s infinite mercy and 
bounties are showered upon them. Those who frequently visit the 
Masjid are in a special position from which they can ask of All\h their 
needs.

This is a primary function of the Mas\jid, and it is an always-present 
opportunity to benefit from All\h. 

The role of the Masjid has been, historically, the centre-most of every 
aspect of Isl\mic life. In addition to its virtue and primary function, the 
Masjids were used for many activities that were of benefit to the 
Muslims. The early Muslims, from the time of the beloved Messenger 
r would benefit from the Masjid’s function of being a place where the 
current affairs facing the Muslims were discussed and tackled. It would 
be a place where decisions of religious, social, and political 
importance were announced to all in the Masjid. This way Muslims 
were kept clued in on all relative issues.

Further to that was the casual environment of the Masjid where people 
could come in at their leisure and sit at and benefit from the discourses
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that were continuously taking place therein. Problems and issues 
could be resolved, help be sought and given, and a centre of 
information was available. All this would be done while unfailingly 
upholding the sanctity and honour of the House of God. 

Separate facilities were of course available to women who at the time 
of the Messenger r were able to benefit from him on occasions 
specifically set for them.   al-Bukh\r|

It was the amazing institution of the Masjid that paved the way for the 
first universities (which were an Isl\mic invention, not merely a Muslim 
invention), for libraries and “librarians” for the masses, for consultation 
facilities, and as an unbiased media centre. In short everything to do 
with knowledge and society, with the dynamism to include more.

The lull in the function of the Mas\jid today are the results of two main 
factors. One is the “conservative” attitude that allowing such things in 
the Masjid will become cause of the Masjid’s sanctity not being 
upheld. While this is indeed an important issue, it becomes the cause 
of a stagnation in Muslims that we can witness today. Furthermore, 
even without the institution of these functions we still see in many 
cases the sanctity of the Masjid not being upheld by the advocates for 
silence in the Masjid.

The second reason is the practical byproduct of the first. i.e. the 
inability of people to move towards something that they have never 
seen before, and also to an extent do not trust. This complacency 
which some scholars have described as “private piety” stems the 
dynamism of Isl\m from being able to address today’s problems. 

A possible solution to this is not only trying to utilise the Mas\jid in the 
practical manner of the early Muslims, but also through the medium of 
sincere enveloping %al\h to seek All\h’s help.
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TRANSLITERATION GUIDE

Please take note of the table below as our transliteration method may be 
different to those adopted by others. 

The transliterated symbols are unvarying in pronunciation, e.g. the 
representation “s” will remain pronounced as “s” and not distort to “z” in any 
circumstance, e.g. Isl\m is not pronounced Izl\m.

While every effort has been made to ensure the transliteration is as close to the 
Arabic as possible, no alphabet can ever fully represent another. 

This is all the more true where recitation of Qur’\nic verses is concerned as this 
must adhere to the very precise science of Tajw|d. It is therefore imperative that 
the readers do not consider a transliteration a substitute for learning to read 
Arabic correctly from a competent teacher.

"T" WITH RAISED TONGUE 

"TH" AS IN THEN, SOUND
IS WITH RAISED TONGUE 
GUTTURAL SOUND -
ACCOMPANIES VOWEL

"GH" VERY GUTTURAL
NO TONGUE USAGE  

“K” WITH BACK OF 
TONGUE RAISED

“W” READ - NOT SILENT

“Y” ONLY - NOT “I”

“TH” AS IN THIN

“H” GUTTURAL SOUND

“KH” VERY GUTTURAL 
NO TONGUE USAGE  

“TH” AS IN THEN

“S” ONLY - NOT “Z”

"S" WITH RAISED TONGUE 

“DH” USING SIDES OF
THE TONGUE

“D” NO “H” ATTACHED

“B” NO “H” ATTACHED

“T” NO “H” ATTACHED

“SH” AS IN SHIN

A / a
¬ / \

I / i

£ / |

U / u
$ / [

AW or  AUAY or  AI
‘

VOWELS 

CONSONANTS 

Note: Double consonants must be pronounced with emphasis on both letters 
without pause, e.g. allchumma should be read al-lchum-ma.

SHORT “A” AS IN “AGO”

LONG “A” AS IN “HAT”

DIPHTHONG AS IN “PAGE”
ABRUPT START/PAUSE DOES 
NOT OCCUR IN ENGLISH

LONG VOWEL AS IN “SEE”

DIPHTHONG AS IN “HOME”
SHORT “U” AS IN “PUT”
LONG VOWEL AS IN “FOOD”

SHORT “I” AS IN “SIT”

SYMBOLS
rI SUB*¬NAH$ WA TA`¬L¬

FOR ALLAH “GLORIFIED AND EXALTED IS HE”

%ALLALL¬HU `ALAYHI WA SALLAM
FOR MUHAMMAD “PEACE BE UPON HIM”

`ALAYHIS-SAL¬M
FOR PROPHETS “PEACE BE UPON THEM”

RA<IYAL-L¬HU `ANHU
FOR COMPANIONS “ALLAH BE PLEASED WITH HIM”
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